DISCARDING - PONE
6-7 of each wins decided by crib
 Avoid cards of sequence, 5 or 5-Point combos, 15-2's & pairs
King is most effective balky card
Be wary of cards with one space between them CK, 5, Q-10, J-9, 10-7, 9-7, 8-6, 7-5, 6-4, 5-3, 4-2, 3-A
Cards of same suit?
Lower averages better even when same suit. Crib flush occurs once in 480 deals
Discards to opponent crib are worth more than same cards to own crib.

ONLY TWO DISCARDS HAVE A VALUE
of less than 4.0 - 10-K 3.848
9-K 3.933

{5 7 3}
key Connectors
6-K 4.077